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BATTERY TESTERS
& CAR ACCESSORIES

SMART UNIVERSAL
HOLDER
SMART UNIVERSAL
HOLDER

Simple and convenient Smart Universal Holder
adheres to any smooth surface in the home,
office or car via the suction cup on the 
base to display phones, tablets, 
GPS and more.

The super adhesive
front pad keeps 
mobile devices 
firmly in place,
leaves no sticky 
residue and is also 
reusable just by 
washing with water!

Model#:  1700-0023

SMARTPHONE
CAR CHARGER
SMARTPHONE 
CAR CHARGER

Simultaneously display and charge mobile
Devices while driving with the Smartphone 
Car Charger, featuring built in charge 
capabilities via 12VDC to USB 5V 
1.5A max. output.

The adjustable and rotatable 
holder with rubber coating keeps 
a firm grip on the mobile device 
without scratching. 
Includes 3 charge cables:
Micro USB, Apple 30-pin and 
Apple Lightning. 

Model#:  1000-0004

BATTERY TESTERBATTERY TESTER

Conveniently small, economical battery tester
suitable for any workspace.

                                                Easy to read coloured
                                                bar indicates the health
                                                of battery being tested.

                                                Test alkaline, NiMH and
                                                NiCd batteries of all
                                                sizes.

Model#:  4000001
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POWER CHECKPOWER CHECK

Monitor the output voltage of a vehicle’s 
12V / 24V battery by plugging the Power Check
into the vehicle’s cigarette lighter socket.

Get an accurate
reading to 
0.1V on the
bright LED
display.

Model#:  1900-0019

ENERGY CHECKENERGY CHECK

                                Small and compact battery 
                                tester with 8 x LED capacity 
                                indicators for primary and 
                                rechargeable batteries in 25% 
                                increments.

                                Test batteries from alkaline
                                to NiCd / NiMH from AAA to
                                D size and 9V size for a quick
                                and easy capacity check.

Check the scale above the LEDs for rechargeable batteries. 
Check the scale below the LEDs for primary batteries.

Model#:  400042

ENERGY CHECK LCDENERGY CHECK LCD

Battery test station with LCD display.

Indicates remaining voltage 
and capacity of batteries 
of both primary and 
rechargeable chemistries 
in various sizes, from
button cells to D size
and 9V size.

Fast results and
easy to use.

Model#:  4000392


